Morrissey SYR lost after skit incident

By CHRIS JULKA
Copy Editor

Morrissey Hall will forfeit one SYR and will not have another SYR until certain community service work is performed as part of the penalties stemming from the condition the Memorial Library Auditorium was left in after the Morrissey Christmas skits, according to Father Thomas Streit, rector of Morrissey.

Penalties for the Morrissey Hall Christmas skits were discussed by the hall government of Morrissey and John Galbois, associate vice president for residence life, in a meeting 4 p.m. Friday, said Jim Ryan, Morrissey president.

The meeting was the most recent of three conferences concerning the skits, and it led to an agreement that specific performers in the Morrissey skitts will be obliged to give two to three hours in community service every Saturday for three weeks, according to Ryan. Ryan said the work will include acting as "big brothers and coaching basketball at St. Hedwig's," a local parish that sponsors an outreach program.

The action came in response to this past year's Christmas skits performed by Morrissey Hall on the evening of Dec. 5 in the Memorial Library Auditorium.

The content of the skits was raised in the meeting, but Dr. Goldmark made it clear this was not the reason for the sanctions, Ryan said. "They were more concerned about the condition that the auditorium was left in."

Empty beer cans and squashed twinky wrappers littered the library auditorium the day after the skits took place, said Streit.

As a result, the Office of Student Activities immediately banned the hall from using the auditorium.

see MORRISSEY, page 3

Demonstrations to highlight Alcohol Awareness Week

By ELIZABETH R. CORNWELL
Staff Reporter

The campus group Bacchus has teamed with student government to declare this week Alcohol Awareness Week. The group is sponsoring a series of demonstrations and lectures to promote the responsible use of alcohol, based on the theme "Friends of Friends Alive."

The demonstrations are aimed at catching people as they go by - asking their attention, and getting them to stay and watch, according to Junior Class President Cathy Nonnencamp.

"They'll be run by the Indiana State Police and Notre Dame Security in two different dorms each night. First they'll pick over twenty-one volunteers from the audience and give them six beers, monitoring them the whole time. Then the officers will give a ten or fifteen minute talk about the effects of alcohol," said Nonnencamp.

Finally, they'll use the students as examples of what they've been saying, giving them tests to demonstrate the alcohol's effects on their motor control, speech, reaction times," she said.

The demonstrations will take place at 10 p.m. each night, today in Stanford/Keenan and Walsh, Tuesday in Alumni and Zahn, and Wednesday in Flanner and LaFortune. Student Body President Mike Swick and Off-Campus Commissioner Race Thoman are scheduled to be two of the student volunteers in Wednesday's presentation in LaFortune, according to Nonnencamp.

"There will also be a lecture at 10 p.m. Wednesday in the New Orleans room at LaFortune, but we don't have the specifics as to topic or speaker yet," Nonnencamp said.

"We decided going into this that it would be a risk to let it hit home. After the alcohol-related injuries of last semesters, we know they don't. It's too easy to forget the shock - go out on a Friday night, have two beers and it's forgotten. Hopefully this will keep people aware. We can't let them let it go."

"Last year they ran a pretty predictable program - films and lectures that students didn't attend. We heard it all back in high school health. This year we decided to take a different approach. Maybe by showing students and using the momentum of the tragedies, we can get some attention," she said.

"The problem is not getting better, if anything, it's getting worse."

see SENSE, page 3

Callers take credit for recent kidnappings of Americans

Associated Press
BEIRUT, Lebanon An anonymous caller Sunday claimed the weekend abduction of three American teachers and one Israeli professor in the name of an underground group linked to Iran and threatened to kill them if the United States helps Iraq.

An earlier caller, also claiming to speak for the Organization of the Oppressed on Earth, said the educators were grabbed on Saturday to prevent the extradition from West Germany to the United States of Mohammed Ali Hamadi, a Lebanese man sought in a 1985 TWA hijacking.

Twenty-three foreigners are now reported missing and believed kidnapped in Lebanon, including eight seized since Anglican Church envoy Terry Waite arrived in Beirut on Jan. 12 on a mission to seek the release of hostages.

The Christian Voice of Lebanon radio station said it received the two calls Sunday, but it was not clear if they were made by the same man.

The calls could not be authenticated. The extremist Shiite Moslem group usually delivers statements to local newspapers or Western news agencies when it wants to publicize a claim, and the Voice of Lebanon has been known to be inaccurate on Moslem-related affairs.

The first caller said the group would kill a hostage if Hamadi, 22, were extradited to the United States, where he is wanted on charges of air piracy and murder in the June 1985 TWA hijacking to Beirut.

New publication debuts this week

By MARK DICKINSON
Senior Staff Reporter

A new student monthly addressing social issues will appear on the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's campuses Tuesday.

The editor of Common Sense, Joe Merchant, said the journal will be circulated in a similar manner as The Observer and The Scholaristic, but he emphasizes that, unlike these two publications, Common Sense will not cover campus news.

Instead, he says Common Sense contains essays meant to "stimulate discussion on issues of justice and peace in a wide range of areas" including economics, culture, and politics.

According to Merchant, the journal will not particularly aim to be liberal or conservative. "We are just trying to be thought-provoking," he said.

Common Sense operates on financial donations from students, faculty and others outside the University. Merchant said the printing is donated by "a friend" in South Bend. Common Sense receives no money from Student Activities because the journal formed too late to apply for assistance.

Articles in Common Sense are chosen by the Notre Dame undergraduates, graduates, faculty and alumni. Merchant said he hopes this diverse group of writers will approach the campus as a cross section of the campus and will help "bind the community together."

The first issue of Common Sense will state its "editorial purpose" that the journal was formed after a group of students, faculty and others went through painful firsthand experience that no adequate forum existed at Notre Dame for the dissemination of a wide variety of viewpoints on controversial issues, according to Merchant.

Merchant said he believes Common Sense will be "received well" by the community, especially by faculty and graduate students who he thinks feel "left out" of the campus publication oriented toward them. The administration "quietly willing" gave its approval for the distribution of the journal on campus, he said.

The journal is named after Thomas Paine's eighteenth-century pamphlet "Common Sense," Merchant said.
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Gipper, elusive quarterback key to Super Scandal Sunday

The Iran-Contra arms scandal has been brewing for nearly two months and already the spectators are getting restless and bored. Polls now estimate that only twenty percent of the American public is following the issue with daily interest, and this of course will lead to second rate commercials between newscasts.

Some say that the scandal has become nothing more than a feeding frenzy for democratic media sharks, while others argue that a plethora of legal investigations threaten to prevent a timely and just resolution of the controversy. What is certain is that the fans want quick action and no more plays. To see the Reagan administration stalled over an objectionable call seems to many fans a waste of precious sports spectating time.

On the contrary, what we have seen until now has only been the first quarter of a very exciting Super Scandal Sunday.

There seems to be some confusion as to the extent of the field and the number of players involved. This is because such multi-syllabic names as Khashoggi, Rafsangani, and Ghorbanifar do not quite roll across the football jersey. Filthy accusations and a muddy field also make it difficult to see who’s on which side.

Not withstanding the dirty shortcomings of the remarkable tear-away jerseys that everyone deliberately wears, we must also notice that none of the players wears a proper helmet. Indeed, no one is甚麼 the classical symmetries of professional sports.

Serious head injury. Even the unflappable Gipper himself seems dazed and out of breath. And what about the Reagan tight end that is the key man on the field. In this match-up such honor arguably falls to Oliver North, hometown boy and All-American hero. Even though Ollie’s name was not so quite prominent early in the season it now seems that he was indeed responsible for many of the big plays. Long time fans must attribute to North’s credit bold moves not only in Iran but also in Israel, Saudi Arabia, Switzerland, and Honduras. His swift moves fooled not only the opponents but even his own teammates in Washington. Ollie even carried the ball so fast and so well that no one claims even to have seen him.

The embarrassing fumble of late November not only made the Reagan team forfeit the ball but also made a serious personal appearance for him. For reasons unknown, other than Ollie’s sudden rashness, the coach immediately removed his star quarterback from the game. Long time fans now need to know is whether North has been this one-man miracle-machine or whether others have also held the ball. Specifically, has North followed Reagan’s commands or made up his own plays on the line?

The embarrassing Super Scandal Sunday is shaping up to be a major defeat for the Reagan and Gipper team.

In a game of football such mistakes are embarrassing, but none-the-less understandable. Stupidity, cheating, and even deliberate un-sportsmanlike conduct will sooner or later be forgiven as merely a part of the game. But foreign policy is obviously a wholly different and far more complicated matter.

The football metaphor serves only to further the interest of those who would rather flip to a sports channel than watch the Washington action. And after all, the analogy is one much in line with the Gipper’s line of thought. The evil empire is clearly the opponent in the Reagan game, and one for whom the etiquette of sportsmanship need not apply.

In the past the President has worked his magic by convincing the audience that they were really watching a game. He has played the mythical Gipper role quite well. But now that his team has blundered he knows nothing of the sport. Reagan fires the quarterback and then passes the problem and blame to an assistant who graphically illustrate the past few plays. Such mistakes are certainly embarrassing for the head coach. After all, how could the head coach not know what his team was doing? Or even worse, could the coach have actually ordered his team to deliberately violate the rules? In either event, the Super Scandal Sunday is shaping up to be a major defeat for the Reagan and Gipper team.
Students join in Washington march

By BUD LUEPFKE  Copy Editor

A band of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's pro-lifers arrived here this weekend after braving snowstorms and police opposition to participate in the fourteenth annual march on Washington protesting the 1973 Supreme Court decision to legalize abortion.

Theresa Harrington, vice-president of the Right to Life Club at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, said four Saint Mary's students and six students from Notre Dame chartered a bus to Washington D.C. with pro-life activists from Valparaiso. Harrington said the bus arrived in the nation's capital at 10:30 a.m. last Thursday, Jan. 22, the fourteenth anniversary of the Supreme Court's controversial Roe vs. Wade decision.

According to Harrington, the fifteen inches of snow that fell the night before they arrived closed the entire city and prompted organizers to "officially cancel" the march. However, the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's group and an estimated 500 other participants were not deterred by the weather. "We said we came all this way and we're going to do it," said Harrington.

Harrington said the protests assembled in a park behind the White House to listen to a message from President Reagan and law-makers and then marched to the steps of the Supreme Court.

There, Harrington said "police with billy clubs" were used to prevent a demonstration by the marchers. Cathy Flynn, a protester from Saint Mary's, said, "The cops were giving us a hard time, telling us it was illegal. No one left, we just laughed at the cops."

However, Harrington said she thought "at least 40 people did get arrested."

According to Harrington, five fetuses were brought to the demonstration by "extreme factions." She also said every abortion clinic in Washington was shut down by sit-in protesters.

But Harrington said she does not approve of such tactics. "Personally I don't like those kinds of points. Generally, the demonstration was peaceful."

Harrington described the pro-life cause as a "war on apathy." She said 5000 abortions are performed every day without media coverage and called the March for Life the first time the media is going to be there every year and will be more covered than ever before.

"Police are going to arrest 5000 people," she asserted. "We're on the offensive and we will be there every year until the law is changed," she said.

The Right to Life Club met with Rep. John Hiler, R-Ind., for 45 minutes before the march. Harrington said that Hiler said he would "99 percent behind us. I didn't ask what the other one percent was." Flynn said Hiler "was great, really supportive."

Harrington said fewer Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students participated in the march this year than in previous years. Noting her club sent 35 students on its own bus last year, Harrington said the smaller number of students this year could be attributed to "a young club that is rebuilding" from the loss of its senior officers who graduated last year.

Harrington said snow slowed the trip home to 20 hours. But Harrington and Flynn agreed the effort was worthwhile. "It was really fun. We were justly proud that we went to do go again next year," Harrington said.

Morrissey continued from page 1

Sens. Morrissey and Reilly continued the debate in the 840-seat auditorium for one year, the rector said.

Streit added that although the skits were "not as vulgar as in the past," that everyone had "taken them in the way they were intended, . . . some people might say they weren't as funny."

If You've Never Heard Of It, Ask Your Folks.
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Correction
The headline of the Saint Mary's Clubhouse story on Friday's front page was incorrect. There have been no changes in Clubhouse rules since the accident involving Zahm Hall junior Michael Cogwell.
Theologians discuss integrity, unity

Special to The Observer

Some fifty Catholic bishops, prominent theologians and academic administrators held a colloquium last week at Notre Dame to discuss their relationship and respective roles in the Church.

Much of their discussion concerned the responsibilities of the three offices for the maintenance of doctrinal integrity and Church unity, especially as these were affected by the teaching of theology at Catholic colleges and universities.

According to Father David Burrell, professor of philosophy and of theology at Notre Dame and convener of the group, "the entire meeting offered an opportunity for us to learn from one another about our diverse roles."

"In that spirit, we were able to explore further ways of collaborating as well as procedures for unscrambling situations of potential conflict," he said. "The ability of a group like this to address such delicate issues candidly offers fresh hope for the American Church."

Participants in the meeting included Father Theodore Hesburgh, president of the University of Notre Dame; Father Edward Malloy, president-elect of Notre Dame; Father James Burtonchail, professor of theology and former provost of Notre Dame; Father Richard McBrian, chairman of the department of theology at Notre Dame; and Father Richard McCormick, professor of theology at Notre Dame.

Also attending were Father Thomas Oddo, president of the University of Portland; Bishop William McManus, former bishop of Fort Wayne-South Bend.

Others who attended the meeting were Father John Alexandria, chancellor of the diocese of Rockville Center, New York; Father Raymond Baumhart, president of Loyola University of Chicago; Father Michael Buckley, professor of theology at the University of Notre Dame; Father Donald Buggert, professor of theology at Washington Theological Union; Father William Byron, president of Catholic University of America; Father John Coleman, professor of social ethics at Jesuit School of Theology in Berkeley; Monsignor John Egan, director of the Office of Human Relations and Ecumenism for the Archdiocese of Chicago; Cardinal John Dearden, retired archbishop of Detroit; Raymond Fitz, president of the University of Dayton; Sally Purzy, provost of the University of San Diego; Alice Gallin, executive director of the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities; Ann Gannon, professor of philosophy and former president of Mundelein College; Father Timothy Healy, president of Georgetown University; and Father Bryan Hehir, general secretary for justice and peace at the United States Catholic Conference.

Also attending were Monica Hellig, professor of theology at Georgetown University; Bishop Howard Hubbard of Albany.
Cultural diversity enhances all-white campus

In 1967 it is no secret that the white college environment is one of enormous stress for many minority students. They worry that assimilating into the mainstream might mean surrendering their cultural identity. In the classroom, minority students are faced with models because of the lack of minority faculty, and they are closed out of informal networks of communication that speed academic progress. Most of all they must constantly deal with suspicion by peers and faculty that they are somehow unworthy of being in the academic community. Too many colleges do not provide programs for emotional and social support systems for healthy self-development. This lack of support has caused many minority students to perform below their abilities.

Kenneth B. Durgans
guest column

Despite the many problems associated with being a minority student on a predominantly white campus, the numbers attending these institutions continues to increase. In light of the many recent studies showing that black students are chosen to attend predominantly white institutions, how do we create an environment more conducive to success?

Formal networks of communication faculty, and they are closed out of in-encounter in life. This can be especially a predominantly white campus, the associated with being a minority student on ourselves, there are times when all of us get overwhelmed by the stresses we encounter in life. As much as we hate to admit it to our friends, there are many times when all of us get overwhelmed by the stresses we encounter in life. As much as we hate to admit it to our friends, there are many times when all of us get overwhelmed by the stresses we encounter in life. As much as we hate to admit it to our friends, there are many times when all of us get overwhelmed by the stresses we encounter in life. As much as we hate to admit it to our friends, there are many times when all of us get overwhelmed by the stresses we encounter in life.

Patrick Utz
guest column

As much as we hate to admit it to ourselves, there are times when all of us get overwhelmed by the stresses we encounter in life. This can be especially true during the college years when we begin to confront so many new issues of adulthood. Most of us are hesitant to reach out for help unless things get to a crisis stage because we feel we "should" be strong enough to handle our own problems. This attitude contributes to a kind of stigma that has developed around going to the U.C.C.

Taking the first step in making an appointment with a counselor is not easy and people think of lots of reasons not to do it. Sometimes we may turn to a friend for help in coming up with solutions or problems, but that may not always be appropriate. The relationship a client develops with a counselor is a very special one that is hard to duplicate with a friend. Whether you see a counselor only one time or once a week for several years, he or she is interested in helping you during that time to get better. In addition to helping you focus your energies in resolving your issues, a counselor is objective and your sessions are strictly confidential, which may not always be true with a friend.

The staff at the U.C.C. are professionals trained to work with university students. We deal with a wide range of concerns from time management, career counseling, or overcoming shyness, or improving one's self-concept and ability to make friends, to more serious issues such as the loss of a significant person in one's life, eating disorders, or depression. We see clients either in a one-to-one session or in a group setting depending on the nature of the student's concerns. While students often feel they want individual counseling, there are many times when a group is much more beneficial to them. Many times come to the U.C.C. just for the groups we offer and we're expanding those offerings all the time. This semester we have the following groups available: Alcohol & Drug Abuse Prevention Training (ADAPT); Coed Weight Group; Adult Children of Alcoholic Parents (CAP); Relationship Group; Eating Disorders Group; Personal Growth Group.

Another word needs to be said about confidentiality. Even though the U.C.C. is part of the University of Notre Dame, we adhere to Indiana state law and the American Psychological Association's ethics guidelines in keeping students' files strictly confidential. This means that you don't need to worry about your visit to the U.C.C. going on your school record. Except in rare instances where there is a danger of personal harm to oneself or others, no one ever knows you have even come in, unless you tell them.

Chances are that when you're looking back on your college years a few years from now, you won't even remember some of the intense concerns and crises you've lived through. Memory has a unique way of coloring our past in bright or neutral shades rather than in the more somber colors which would reflect some of our pain. For a growing number of students those positive memories will include the rewarding experience of working with a skilled and helpful counselor.

Dr. Patrick Utz is the director of the University Counseling Center.

Garry Trudeo

Quote of the day

"I can't change the world, but I can change the world in me—if I rejoice."

U2 1980
"Rejoice"
The three-month long project will produce a 180 by 84 foot enclosed field of synthetic turf similar to Astroturf, surrounded by kickers boards and featuring plexiglass enclosed spectator and lounge areas. Completely financed by the club itself, the new soccer facility is equipped with a full pro shop, reading room and concession stands along with office areas and more racquetball facilities for the club. Numerous soccer leagues have been formed to utilize the new indoor field. So far, 87 teams have joined, but 53 more spots are available for a total of 140 participating teams. Divisions range from the 4-5 year-old age group to junior high and high school teams to the college and adult divisions. Interested individuals or teams can sign up daily from 3-5 p.m. A $50 deposit is required for each new team to enter. Individuals wishing to join can register at the above times with their $25 league fee and the club will organize the team for them. "We are always looking for new ways to expand and improve," said Tim Gravel, manager of American South Bend Turners'. "We are living in one of the largest soccer markets in the country and had no proper facility until now. Soccer is a sport that the whole family can get involved in, without spending an arm or a leg. This fits right in with our club's philosophy." There already has been a good response from students, including some women from Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. But the club's hours are Monday-Saturday from 8 a.m. to midnight and Sunday from 12:30 to 8:30 p.m., although hours are subject to change with the addi- tion of the new soccer facility.

"We are not the Y which is strictly athletic or the Elks which is mainly social, but an agreeable cross between the two. We combine physical and social aspects and cater to all ages and all sexes. We think student involvement will be an asset to the club. A number of Notre Dame teams have shown an interest in the new indoor soccer facility as well as our other facilities. Student participation is always welcome," said Gravel.

And so American South Bend Turners' upholds its more than 35-year history of continued growth and has much to offer for the future. It is their motto that remains forever unaltered: "Sound mind, sound body. There is no substitute."

Before and after in this week's soaps

SANTA BARBARA: Gus was convicted of robbing the restaurant. The patrol car is stuck in the storm. Gus turned her down. Cause the kidnapper. Coming: McArthur turned her down. Cause the kidnapper.

THE YOUNG & THE RESTLESS: Nina's mini at escaping her name the night before. Aidan is not the man of the situation. Nina is not the man of the situation. Aidan and India's plans led her to a new puzzle. Jesse and Simon were visited by a new threat to their happiness. Joshua fretted that Max's life to and he to Nina was not yet resolved. Coming: Alex set to see herself to have a showdown.

KNOTS LANDING: Anne recently agreed to fly to Rome. Landling with Mark to meet her daughter. Karen prepared Paige to mistrust Anne. Paige hid out to meet her mother. Coming: Ben realizes he's in a trou- ble because of Jean's evidence he fears Clay may be alive and may want to kill her. Coming: Steve doesn't do something about Trish and Nick.

The three-month long project will produce a 180 by 84 foot enclosed field of synthetic turf similar to Astroturf, surrounded by kickers boards and featuring plexiglass enclosed spectator and lounge areas. Completely financed by the club itself, the new soccer facility is equipped with a full pro shop, reading room and concession stands along with office areas and more racquetball facilities for the club. Numerous soccer leagues have been formed to utilize the new indoor field. So far, 87 teams have joined, but 53 more spots are available for a total of 140 participating teams. Divisions range from the 4-5 year-old age group to junior high and high school teams to the college and adult divisions. Interested individuals or teams can sign up daily from 3-5 p.m. A $50 deposit is required for each new team to enter. Individuals wishing to join can register at the above times with their $25 league fee and the club will organize the team for them. "We are always looking for new ways to expand and improve," said Tim Gravel, manager of American South Bend Turners'. "We are living in one of the largest soccer markets in the country and had no proper facility until now. Soccer is a sport that the whole family can get involved in, without spending an arm or a leg. This fits right in with our club's philosophy." There already has been a good response from students, including some women from Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. But the club's hours are Monday-Saturday from 8 a.m. to midnight and Sunday from 12:30 to 8:30 p.m., although hours are subject to change with the addition of the new soccer facility.

"We are not the Y which is strictly athletic or the Elks which is mainly social, but an agreeable cross between the two. We combine physical and social aspects and cater to all ages and all sexes. We think student involvement will be an asset to the club. A number of Notre Dame teams have shown an interest in the new indoor soccer facility as well as our other facilities. Student participation is always welcome," said Gravel.

And so American South Bend Turners' upholds its more than 35-year history of continued growth and has much to offer for the future. It is their motto that remains forever unaltered: "Sound mind, sound body. There is no substitute."

We'd like to see more students get involved. The Notre Dame intramural program is strong, but with little emphasis on soccer. Maybe we could help change all that," Gravel said. American South Bend Turners' began 125 years ago as a predominantly German social club and gradually evolved into an athletic club as well, with a broad membership. The club was originally located in downtown South Bend and moved to Ironwood in 1974. The club's facilities cover 13 acres, 35,000 feet of which are enclosed under roof. The many sports facilities include a full gymnasium and gymnastics in- struction, basketball, volleyball, racquetball, handball and tennis courts, aerobics areas, two softball diamonds, saunas and 12 bowling lanes as well as the new indoor soccer field.

American South Bend Turners' also offers a full-service restaur-
Sports Briefs

The SMC varsity softball team will have a mid-season informational meeting tomorrow at 6:30 at Atlanta Athletics. - The Observer

ND football managers will have an organizational meeting for all potential freshmen managers Wednesday, Jan. 30, at 5 p.m. in the football auditorium. Any interested freshmen are invited to attend. For more information call 234-6842. - The Observer

The ND varsity field hockey team will have a meeting for anyone interested in playing field hockey tomorrow at 4:30 p.m. at the football auditorium. - The Observer

A bromium turnoury sponsored by SAB will be held Feb. 9-15 at Stepian Fields. Sign ups begin today and run through Feb. 4. From 9:30 to 4:30 p.m. The entry fee is $3 for a team of five persons. - The Observer

Shoryn-Ryu karate classes begin tonight from 7 to 8:30 in the boxing room of the ACC. Classes will meet every Monday and Wednesday at this same time and place. All interested students are welcome. - The Observer

The Off-Campus hockey team will face Cavanaugh-Howard tonight at 11:30 at the ACC. - The Observer

Sports Briefs are accepted Sunday through Friday by the office on the third floor of LaFayette Student Center before 3 p.m. on the day prior to publication. - The Observer
The Irish had led since the 16:37 mark of the opening half. They had built the lead by resorting to a tactic that has worked for them when the Irish had problems getting the ball upcourt, committing six turnovers which led to easy UCLA scores. In the end, Rivers finished with 10-0-1 for the game, tying a Notre Dame pointer. It also was Karlis' 10th straight field goal, including one in overtime in the AFC championship game against Cleveland that sealed the Broncos into the Super Bowl. But on subsequent attempts of 23 and 34 yards against the Giants, he was wide right, leaving Denver with a slim 0-9 halftime edge and opening the door for New York's second-half outburst. Karlis, with his head in his hands and choking back tears, said he never wished to play Notre Dame again.

Notre Dame 17-2 as the Irish had staked the Broncos to a 10-7 first-quarter lead. But Karlis missed a field goal attempt after coming in from the woods on the opening series of the game, tying a Karlis' 10th straight field goal, including one in overtime in the AFC championship game against Cleveland that sealed the Broncos into the Super Bowl. But on subsequent attempts of 23 and 34 yards against the Giants, he was wide right, leaving Denver with a slim 0-9 halftime edge and opening the door for New York's second-half outburst.

Karis' missed field goals typical of missed opportunities for Denver

Associated Press

PASADENA, Calif. - John Elway did everything but kick for the Denver Broncos in yesterday's Super Bowl. They might wish he had done that, too.

Elway's running and passing had staked the Broncos to a 10-7 first-quarter lead. But Karlis missed field goal attempts by Rich Karlis in the second quarter which keyed the comeback, as the New York Giants pushed across 30 points in the last half to rout the Broncos 30-20.

Karis kicked a 48-yard field goal on the opening series of the game, tying a Super Bowl record for the longest three-pointer. It also was Karlis' 10th straight field goal, including one in overtime in the AFC championship game against Cleveland that sealed the Broncos into the Super Bowl. But on subsequent attempts of 23 and 34 yards against the Giants, he was wide right, leaving Denver with a slim 0-9 halftime edge and opening the door for New York's second-half outburst.

Karis, with his head in his hands and choking back tears, said "I just feel like I let everyone down," said Elway. "I think I really hurt us. I pride myself on making big kicks, and those were big kicks." The Broncos actually blew a prime touchdown opportunity preceding Karlis' first miss. Elway's 54-yard pass to Vance Johnson helped move the Broncos to the Giants' one. But three running plays lost five yards, and Karlis' 25-yard field goal sailed wide.

Denver got to the Giants' 16 on a subsequent march before the half, but after two incomplete passes, Karlis missed again just outside the upright. "I thought we should have scored about 10 more points in the first half," Denver Coach Dan Reeves said. "We knew going into the game that if we didn't take advantage of every opportunity we had, we would be in tough shape. We missed a couple of field goals and got first and goal at the 1 and didn't score.

Denver linebacker Tom Jackson, playing in his second Super Bowl for the Broncos, said "Karlis didn't lose the game for us. If not for Rich, we wouldn't have even been here."

Karlis converted a field goal in overtime to lift the Broncos past Cleveland 28-20 in the AFC championship game two weeks ago.

"I'm sure Rich feels bad," Jackson said. "The syndrome you lose in the Super Bowl is usually to blame yourself. I feel I lost the game because I didn't play much."

Jackson suffered a knee injury midway through the second quarter and didn't return.

"I don't know the extent of it yet," he said.

Elway completed 22 of 37 passes for 334 yards, throwing a 47-yard TD pass to Johnson late in the game and running 4 yards on a quarterback draw in the first quarter.

Thanks to you... it works... for ALL OF US

Dr. Ronald L. Snyder

20% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY

1635 N. Ironwood
277-1161
South of U.S. 23

Neighborhood Study Help Program announces an organizational meeting for all new tutors and interested students.

CSC Multi-purpose Room Tuesday, Jan. 27, 1987 7:00 (meeting will last only 20 minutes)

Those who recently signed up are expected to attend.

Encouraging the growth of the children of South Bend.
By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Editor

LOS ANGELES - If Notre Dame head coach Digger Phelps had a song on his mind following Saturday's 63-59 loss at UCLA, it may have been "Three Blind Mice" dedicated to Charles Range, Willis McNinch and Mark Reicheking, the three Pac-10 officials who refereed the game.

"I felt that in the last four minutes, I don't think we got one call from the officials," said Phelps. "It was the worst Pac-10 officiating I've had here in Pauley in 16 years. There was a lot of bumping and shoving going on. If you're going to call it, call it both ways. I just think it went their way."

Particularly galling to Phelps was a charging call on David Rivers with three seconds left in the game. After Reggie Miller bottomed out a three-pointer from 28 (or more) feet, Rivers drove the length of the court and headed down the lane. What happened next was either a solid defensive play or a lazy call depending on which bench you sat on.

UCLA's Dave Immel slid over to seal the lane and Rivers jumped to his left, making contact. The officials whistled contact. The officials whistled a foul to the offense. "The last play was not a charge," said Phelps.

"(Rivers) should have been going to the foul line for one and-one, but instead they just let the clock run down," Phelps argued. "Two other rulings also proved costly to the Irish in the final few minutes. With 48 seconds left and the Irish up four, Donald Royal drove to the hole and slammed it over Kevin Walker. Royal was called for charging, but as Phelps protested in vain, the officials waved off the basket."

The second call, or no call as it was, was the costliest to Phelps' squad. As Mark Stevenson brought the ball up against UCLA pressure, he fell to floor and lost the ball to Miller, who hit the game-winner seconds later.

"I thought Mark got tripped on that play and lost the ball," Phelps argued. "(Miller) goes down and shoots the three-point play because we can't get people back there to stop him and Stevenson on the one floor."

"(The officiating) was really different. I've had some situations here that have been negative, but this is by far the worst I've ever seen in Pauley Pavilion. That's a shame because it was a great game and it shouldn't have ended that way."

Phelps declined to comment if he believed that it was the referees who had cost his team, but he did have advice for the assembled reporters.

"You take a look at the replay of the last four minutes and tell me if I'm wrong," said Phelps. "I think you can go and see what I saw."

But when reporters told UCLA point guard Pooh Richardson about Phelps' comments, Richardson sang a different tune.

"I think that with his point guard turning over the ball 10 times -- and I think five times in the last four minutes -- how could you blame the referees?" asked Richardson. "On top of that, I remember when we went down there last year there was a replay and (former Irish forward Tim) Kepton was out-of-bounds saving a ball behind his back, which led to a five-point swing. Nobody complained about that, and were we ready to pull out that game out."

"I thought I was fouled on one three-point play. They counted the basket, but then they said it was an offensive foul. I didn't think it was the right play, but I didn't argue with the refs."

"I didn't hear him," continued Richardson. "I think he's a little like he's pretty bitter. I think people can lose better than that just like people can win. I didn't hear anything mentioned about the refs. Let's just say he was a little pretty mad. I think people can lose better than that."

College basketball roundup

No more unbeatens

Comuegos scored 19 for DePaul, and Strickland added 19.

Kentucky 80, Navy 69

Rex Chapman scored 22 points and Kentucky defeated Navy in a nonconference game despite the 45-point performance by the Midshipmen's David Robinson. The 45 points equaled Robinson's career high and set a Rupp Arena scoring mark, topping the 35 points by Freeman Williams of Portland State on Dec. 16, 1977.

Navy fell to 3-5, while Kentucky, winner of 11 of its last five games, is 11-5.

TCU 62, Houston 56

Carven Holcombe had 24 points, including two corner jumpers and two free throws in the final minutes, pacing Texas Christian over Houston in the Southwest Conference. TCU is 13-5.

Kansas 74, N.C. State 60

Danny Manning's 30 points lifted Kansas over North Carolina State in a nonconference game in Kansas City. Kansas opened a 19-point lead late in the first half behind Manning's 16 points, and the Jayhawks held off behind 33-42 with 9:52 left after missing six of its first seven shots in the second half.

Benny Bolton had 22 points for the Wolfpack, 12-5. Kansas is 13-5.

Reggie Williams led the Georgetown Hoyas as they handed DePaul its first loss of the season. See the college basketball roundup below.
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PARSONS SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Special Summer Programs

FRANCE
WEST AFRICA
ITALY
GREAT BRITAIN
JAPAN
NEW YORK

International programs are offered for students, teachers and working professionals. Courses include: archaeology; architectural history; art history; clay and textile design; decorative arts; drawing; fashion graphic design; painting and photography. Undergraduate and graduate credits are available to qualified participants. For more information, please mail the coupon below or call the Parsons Office of Special Programs:

(212) 741-8975.

Parsons School of Design, Office of Special Programs
66 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001

Please send me a brochure on Parsons Special Summer Programs.

Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City __ State ______ Zip ____________

ZIP 104 and Sunshine Promotions Welcome

Rocco's Hair Styling

S 3 1 N. Michigan St.
Phone 233-4957

CLAS S I F I ED S

Saturday, February 14

8:00 pm

Morris Civic Auditorium

All seats reserved $14.00

For reservations - 323-9616

Civic Auditorium Box Office, 238 South Main Street
Record (Monroe), Super Savers Card (City) Charge by phone 219-964-9180

B U Y

O BS E R V E R

C L A S S I F I E D S

24
**Fake continued from page 12 alignment - a run, a pass, a hit on the ball carrier."**

“I was really surprised. I’m going, ‘We’re going to run a fake here?’” he said over all Bill (Parcells) and said, ‘Are you touched?’ But I worked. The only way they could have stopped it was to have a goal-line defense.

Immediately after the play, starting quarterback Phil Simms passed for 12 yards to Joe Morris and 23 more to Lee Rouson, putting the ball at the Denver 17-yard line. The Giants had to convert for a 16-10 lead and never looked back.

“I think it was a big play,” Rutledge said of the sneak. “It was really minor on my part. I was really surprised that they called it. That’s the first time I’ve ever done it.”

In New York’s third drive over Denver earlier this season, the Giants ran the play with Joff Heusler at quarterback. He handed the ball to Rouson, who ran for a first down.

“Linebackers never walked up to the line. That’s what I was waiting on,” said Rutledge, who delayed calling for a snap of Oates.
Campus


6:30 p.m.: Meeting, CILA, CSC
7:00-9:00 p.m.: Social Action Club open meeting, CSC

3:30-5:00 p.m.: Computer Mini-courses Overview and Tour, 113 Computing Center; and Word Processing on the Macintosh, 188 Computing Center, limit 10, to register call Betty 229-5471.

Dinner Menus

Notre Dame
Breaded Pork Chop
Turkey Turnover
Baked Sole with Rice Dressing
Tuna Muffin Melt

Saint Mary's
French dip
Broccoli stuffed fish
Eggplant parmesan
Deli bar

The Daily Crossword

Saturday's Puzzle Solved:

1 Earp wore one
2 Harder
3 Neb.
4 Roof edge
5 Lose freshness
6 Roofing unit of measurement
7 Has need of
8 Brews
9 Heb. prophet
10 Pioneers
11 Kook's site
12 Tablet table
13 Roll-up
14 Successor
15 Land moral support
16 Shade of
17 Miss Hayworth
18 Actress Raines
19 Outing
20 Unfriendly
21 Lend
22 Bribe
23 Bribe
24 Made out
25 Territory
26 Stream deposit
27 Director
28 Afternoon
29 Miss Hayward
30 Crystal gazers
31 Vinegarish
32 de France
33 Helped
34 Sudden
35 Characteristic
36 Pigeon
37 AD
38 Ananias
39 Doghouse sign
40 Wall hanging
41 Additional
42 Pit
43 Fill in place
44 Dishes
45 Helping
46 Pussies
47 Fusses
48 Emphasizes
49 Mrs. King
50 Make an effort
51 Work respite
52 Successor
53 Le Scala site
54 Impulse
55 Kitty
56 Kook's sidekick
57 Work respite
58 Market or premium
59 Orient
60 Epistle
61 Exchange
62 Seaweed
63 Successor
64 Stadium cheer
65 Puccini forte
66 Fourth estate
67 Waxy
68 Country or
69 Growth
70 Pussies
71 Miss Hayward
72 Mix of dishes
73 Mix of dishes
74 Undersea
75 All over the world
76 Market or
77 Immigration
78 Stream deposit
79 Grub
80 Miss Hayward
81 Miss Hayward
82 Miss Hayward
83 Miss Hayward
84 Miss Hayward
85 Miss Hayward
86 Miss Hayward
87 Miss Hayward
88 Miss Hayward
89 Miss Hayward
90 Miss Hayward
91 Miss Hayward
92 Miss Hayward
93 Miss Hayward
94 Miss Hayward
95 Miss Hayward
96 Miss Hayward
97 Miss Hayward
98 Miss Hayward
99 Miss Hayward
100 Miss Hayward
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BUY OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS

SAB presents:

Hang out in LaFortune much?
Do you have a pierced ear (right or left)?
Got a new wave do?
Answer any of these questions and we've got music for you.

who:
Marginal Man (Wash. D.C.)
Precious Wax Drippings (Chicago)
N.D.'s own: Youth in Asia
Damaged Retina

Saturday, January 31
8 pm
Stepan Center

SAB presents:

Tommy
7, 9, 11 pm
EG Auditorium
Wed, Thurs
$1.00

The Gods Must Be Crazy
7, 9:15, 11:30 pm
EG Auditorium
Fri, Sat
$1.50

The Gods Must Be Crazy
7, 9, 11 pm
EG Auditorium
Wed, Thurs
$1.00
Fake punt call helps turn the tide for Giants as they turn halftime deficit into big victory

Associated Press

PASADENA, Calif. - A simple nod by Coach Bill Parcells said it all. He looked over at me and nodded his head. "That's when I knew it was a fake punt," he said. "It was what we call our Arapaho formation, but Rutledge was in there with this岩石 completely ready. If he doesn't go for it, he's going to take the delay of game. He looked over at me and I nodded my head."

Oates said he didn't know what was going on until he saw some strange faces around him. "That's when I knew it was a fake punt," the Giants' victory was good as he has ever played."

New York's second-half surge started innocently enough. Three plays netted 9 yards, and the Giants' punting team ran onto the field to punt from its own 46. Suddenly, the Giants shifted out of punt formation, and Jeff Rutledge, the second-string quarterback, came up behind center. The ball was snapped and Rutledge gained 1 yard and a first down.

Six plays later, Simms hit tight end Mark Bavaro for 1 yard, and the Giants led 16-10 and the rout was on. "It was about two feet," Parcells said of the fourth-down play. "You know, you're trying to win the game. This is for the world championship. It's not for faint-hearted people. He either going to go for it or take a delay. If it's not there, I'll take the delay. He looked over at me. I nodded my head to him, and he went for it."

Denver Coach Dan Reeves lamented: "We just didn't have enough to make it interesting. Certainly they are a great football team and they played a great game. In the first half, we should have scored about 10 more points at least. "We knew going into the game if we didn't take advantage of every opportunity, we'd be in tough shape," Reeves said. "The field position in the third quarter really killed us. We were backed up to our 15-yard line."

Simms named game's MVP; Giants beat Broncos, 39-20

Associated Press

PASADENA, Calif. - The New York Giants vs. John Elway - how about the Denver Broncos vs. Phil Simms? The Giants won their first NFL championship in 38 years yesterday, scoring 30 points in the second half to beat the Broncos 39-20 in their first Super Bowl.

The Giants' victory was earned primarily in two areas: the highly publicized defense and the underpublicized Simms, who ran a distant second to his blond Denver counterpart in the pre-game hype.

All Simms did was complete 22 of his 25 passes - a Super Bowl record 88 percent. He threw for 268 yards and three touchdowns to be named MVP of the game.

Simms also set a Super Bowl record with 10 consecutive completions during the third and fourth quarter, when the Giants turned a 19-9 halftime deficit into a 33-10 lead without allowing as much as a first down to Denver.

"Our offense had a lot to prove coming in to it," Simms said. "When I was warming up I told everybody, 'I've got it today.' I was throwing real well. "I think that ought to dispel any myth about Phil Simms," Giants Coach Bill Parcells said of his quarterback, frequently earning primarily in two areas: the highly publicized defense and the underpublicized Simms, who ran a distant second to his blond Denver counterpart in the pre-game hype.

"Our offense had a lot to prove coming in to it," Simms said. "When I was warming up I told everybody, 'I've got it today.' I was throwing real well. "I think that ought to dispel any myth about Phil Simms," Giants Coach Bill Parcells said of his quarterback, frequently heard as the赣ils' best playing "It was going for three," Parcells noted. "I doubled up on the play and the Irish leading, 59-5. When Notre Dame's Mark Stevenson lost control of the ball against the Bruin press near midfield, Miller scooped up the ball and tossed it to Pooh Richardson, who went 24 yards for a touchdown. Steve Sonson on him, Miller turned and fired up The Shot which brought the house and the Irish down. A controversial calling card on David Rivers with three

UCLA's full-court press bumps Irish at Pauley

ND loses 11-point lead in closing minutes; Phelps loses patience with game's officials

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Editor

Los Angeles - Sometimes, a shooter just has a feeling. "I knew it was in all the way," said UCLA forward Reggie Miller of The Shot, the three-pointer from another time zone, which rallied his Bruins from an 11-point deficit to down Notre Dame at Pauley Pavilion Saturday, 63-59.

The Shot came with just 19 seconds to play and the Irish leading, 59-5. When Notre Dame's Mark Stevenson lost control of the ball against the Bruin press near midfield, Miller scooped up the ball and tossed it to Pooh Richardson, who went 24 yards for a touchdown. Steve Sonson on him, Miller turned and fired up The Shot which brought the house and the Irish down. A controversial calling card on David Rivers with three

Simms named game's MVP; Giants beat Broncos, 39-20

Associated Press

PASADENA, Calif. - The New York Giants vs. John Elway - how about the Denver Broncos vs. Phil Simms? The Giants won their first NFL championship in 38 years yesterday, scoring 30 points in the second half to beat the Broncos 39-20 in their first Super Bowl.

The Giants' victory was earned primarily in two areas: the highly publicized defense and the underpublicized Simms, who ran a distant second to his blond Denver counterpart in the pre-game hype.

All Simms did was complete 22 of his 25 passes - a Super Bowl record 88 percent. He threw for 268 yards and three touchdowns to be named MVP of the game.

Simms also set a Super Bowl record with 10 consecutive completions during the third and fourth quarter, when the Giants turned a 19-9 halftime deficit into a 33-10 lead without allowing as much as a first down to Denver.

"Our offense had a lot to prove coming in to it," Simms said. "When I was warming up I told everybody, 'I've got it today.' I was throwing real well. "I think that ought to dispel any myth about Phil Simms," Giants Coach Bill Parcells said of his quarterback, frequently heard as the赣ils' best playing "It was going for three," Parcells noted. "I doubled up on the play and the Irish leading, 59-5. When Notre Dame's Mark Stevenson lost control of the ball against the Bruin press near midfield, Miller scooped up the ball and tossed it to Pooh Richardson, who went 24 yards for a touchdown. Steve Sonson on him, Miller turned and fired up The Shot which brought the house and the Irish down. A controversial calling card on David Rivers with three

As for Hazzard, whose 12-4 (6-2 in the Pac-10) team has made a habit of late rallies, it was business as usual. "They've conditioned me to expect the unexpected. I was not happy being down by 11, but I didn't feel like the other night against Oregon St. when we blew a 22-point lead," said Hazzard. "I've been there with this club before. A year ago with this team, it probably would have gone the other way, but with this year's team's spirit and talent, it never quits. "Someday, we'll see that same kind of effort for 40 minutes from our team. Other teams take note, go lead is safe against us. Our best playing days are ahead of us."

Miller's last second heroes overshadowed an almost identical story for Rivers, who showed no signs of the ankle injury which had limited his practice time before the

Notre Dame's David Rivers tries to stop a layup in action earlier this season. Design of Riverside has the details of Saturday's tough loss to UCLA in his story at left and highlights Digger Phelps unhappiness with the officiating in a story on page 9.